
Motivational Speaker
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Tara Furiani

Tara Furiani, also known as Not the HR Lady, is

a dynamic leadership expert, keynote speaker,

and executive coach with a passion for

empowering individuals and organizations. With

over a decade of experience in HR and

leadership, Tara has honed her expertise in

cultivating high-performing teams, driving

strategic growth, and unlocking the full

potential of individuals. As a speaker and coach,

she brings energy, humor, and a no-nonsense

approach to her work, inspiring audiences to

embrace change, amplify their strengths, and

transform their personal and professional lives.

Working Women Empowerment

The History & Future of Work

Leadership Development

Authenticity, DEI and Self-Growth

Prioritizing Mental Health

in the Workplace

People Strategy

SIGNATURE TOPICS

AS SEEN IN

320,000+
monthly views

250,000+
fans & followers

1 ,000+
keynote, podcast & show appearances

20+
Years of Experience



PACKAGES

We at the Zebra were fortunate to have Tara speak at our

company for Human Rights Day, and she did a phenomenal job. I

enjoyed her presentation as well as going into more detail about

the aspects of human rights in the workplace. Tara gave some

excellent examples and personal stories that showed how

passionate she was on the topic, as well as what that means for

equity, diversity, and humanness. She was a dynamic speaker,

and engaged the audience throughout the talk. Me and my team

were able to engage on a personable level. It was insightful,

inspiring, and presented a call to action in our surrounding

community. I would love to have Tara come back for any

speaking engagements that might be of interest to her, we really

enjoyed her. 

Jocelyn Elder- The Zebra Insurance

David Kitchen- State of Utah Legislature

If you want truth, passion, and inspiration, have Tara been your

speaker. She preaches what we all need to hear to be better

and treat people right. That is my kind of HR!

FROM CLIENTS. . .

tara@notthehrlady.com

www.notthehrlady.com

512.412.9187

IGNITE: $1,500

Virtual Keynote for up to 25

people, Any Topic

45 Minutes + Video of Event

EMPOWER: $3,000 + TRAVEL

Virtual or In-Person Keynote for

up to 300 people. Any Topic.

60 Minutes + Q&A + Video

TRANSFORM: $5,000 + TRAVEL

Virtual or In-Person Keynote for
up to 500 People. Any Topic. 
60-75 Minutes w/ Q&A + PI +
Video + 5 Copies of my Book.

LET'S WORK TOGETHER!
Tara Furiani is booking for 2023 and
dates are still available. You don't want
to miss this opportunity!

ELEVATE: $7,500 + TRAVEL

Virtual or In-Person Keynote for
Any Size Group. Any Topic. 
2 Hours + Q&A + Video + 10
Copies of my Book + PI

Francisca Arana, Texas State University

It was great, loved the graphics and detail you went into on

each descriptive topic with examples that can be

implemented into our daily routines. We like to have

actionable items that an entrepreneur can do immediately.


